Master the Cutting-Edge of PAI Analysis

Looking to improve your understanding of illicit networks, protect global supply chains, or strengthen due diligence efforts within an ever-changing threat environment?

Led by the top PAI experts working with high-end national security and compliance units, the C4ADS Learning Lab can turbocharge the analytical efforts of all-source intelligence teams, investigative journalists, or enhanced due diligence investigators.

**Core Learning Outcomes**

WE COLLABORATE USING ACTUAL DATA, REAL USE CASES, AND TESTED METHODS.

- Foundational understanding of PAI analysis, including origins, ethics, and authentic examples.
- Ability to safely and confidently navigate the PAI environment.
- Knowledge of key data sources, tools, and analysis from the largest collection of PAI data in the world.

---

**Tailored, Hands-On Training Program**

Customizable curriculum for your organization.

**Direct Collaboration with C4ADS Analysts**

Real-world expertise at your fingertips.

**Access to Unique Data & Software**

C4ADS training can be bundled with access to high-value tools and data.
Our Approach

The C4ADS mission is to build a world more capable of targeting and dismantling illicit activity wherever it may be – and we know that we are stronger when we share, build, and grow with partners across every sector, from government and civil society to the private companies and financial institutions.

Our impact-focused approach is built from years of training and collaborating with global partners on our analytical methodologies, bespoke tools, and unique data. As a result, we can provide actionable, modularized trainings for both small and large groups, in person and in virtual environments, and even in different languages.

The C4ADS Learning Lab is a hands-on experience that prioritizes developing tangible skills. Our goal is to help build more agile teams that have the confidence to apply innovative analytical approaches long after their time with us.

LEARNING LAB

Tailor Your Program

Core Modules

- PAI Analysis Basics
- Data Literacy
- Data Analytical Techniques
- Digital Security
- Corporate Data
- Trade Data
- Maritime Domain Awareness
- Air Domain Awareness
- Satellite Imagery
- Social Media Analysis
- Asset Tracing

Advanced modules are available on specific jurisdictions, tools, and datasets as requested.

12+ LANGUAGES IN HOUSE
300+ MAJOR LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS SUPPORTED
1000+ BUSINESS, TAX, PROPERTY, SHIPPING, AND JUDICIAL REGISTRIES IN 120 JURISDICTIONS

C4ADS IS A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO PROVIDING DATA-DRIVEN ANALYSIS AND EVIDENCE-BASED REPORTING ON GLOBAL CONFLICT AND TRANSNATIONAL SECURITY ISSUES.

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT:

learning@c4ads.org